Take back your productivity with automated communications

One customer wants you to email a supply notification. Another asks you to fax a misplaced invoice. And then there’s that regional group waiting for you to post prices. Sharing data with partners is critical to your business, but everyone needs different information in different formats, sent in different ways. Manually managing it all slows you down in today’s fast-paced industry. And it can lead to costly mix-ups. Instead, automate it with DTN Messaging.

Manage it all, effortlessly
DTN Messaging automates, translates, and organizes your business notices and communications for you, giving you back valuable time and productivity.
- Handles invoices, prices, eBOLS, EFT draft notifications, credit card reconciliation, and more
- Ensures timely, relevant point-to-multi-point or point-to-point messaging
- Seamlessly delivers in your partners’ preferred ways: email, fax, EDI, FTP, etc.
- Allows you to maintain control over who gets which message and when
- Provides timely delivery, even when a customer loses primary connectivity
- Fully integrates prices and documents into your customers’ best-buy applications or ERP

Focus on fueling your growth
DTN Messaging fuels immediate, practical benefits for your business.
- Save time and money
- Reduce errors and disputes
- Improve customer relationships
- Increase trust and organic growth

Let our expert-backed DTN Messaging solution handle your communications. By providing more timely information, tailored to each partner’s needs, you’ll become the provider of choice. You’ll also have more time to spend growing your business.
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